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Dallen Larson

Dallen Larson is a player character played by Dallen Larson.

Dallen Larson

Species: Human
Gender: Male

Age: 30
Height: 6' 0“
Weight: 170lbs.

Organization: NA
Occupation: Bounty Hunter

Rank: NA
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

NA1.
NA2.
NA3.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6' 0”
Mass: 170lbs.
Measurements: NA

Build and Skin Color: Has an average build for his height. Isn't muscular, but isn't without either. He's
toned and skinny and has tight muscles under his shirt. He mainly focuses on cardio, which keeps him
slimmer than he already is. He walks around at about 170 lbs. with 13% body fat.

He is white, and pale in skin color. Has no imperfections and is often thought of as younger than he
actually is, since he doesn't appear to age.

Eyes and Facial Features: Brown, soft eyes and a strong chin. His eyes might be his best asset of his
features, as he has been told that many times. They look youthful and innocent help to proportion the
rest of his face. Has thin eyebrows and fair skin, and a smaller mouth that rests under his medium sized
nose. Can usually be seen clean shaven, but often goes with a beard that covers his entire chin from
from sideburn to sideburn.

Ears: Human.

Hair Color and Style: Black hair. It is usually short and left uncombed. Has small frontal hairs that
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hover over his forehead in his normal look. Can grow it about to his neck, though prefers not to. If in a
formal setting, such as a suit and tie which he actually wears on a normal basis, he combs his hair to one
side and leaves it out of his face. Has a very business man look appeal to him.

Distinguishing Features: Has no scars or markings on him. His main feature, as stated earlier, would
be his piercing eyes that give his hardened self a bit of innocence.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Dallen is very much a loner. He is arrogant and grim, while also sarcastic and cold. He's not
very nice unless you're a friend. He is also brave and prideful, which speak through his actions.

Likes: Money. Ships. Women. Whiskey. Cards. Smokes.
Dislikes: People. Children people. Animals. Idiots. Government. Society.
Goals: Make money. Kill bad guys…maybe a few good ones if the coin is right.

History

Family (or Creators)

Noel Larson-father. Claims his mother was a whore who died in a gun shootout, sometime before he was
able to walk. Noel was a professional thief, who taught Dallen many things. He died in a cell at the age of
60, from pnemonia.

Pre-RP

Dallen grew up in the slums. He learned how to steal and hunt from his father, who later died in prison.
This left Dallen on his own while still just a teen. He moved from place to place, stuck around certain
people until he got what he needed. He bid his time working on old school vehicles, saving up for the one
day he would have his own spaceship.

Eventually that day came, and though he bought a piece of junk, it was doable. He fixed it up the best he
could, and set out to the skies. He stayed low key and had a few contacts for many years, eventually
getting known for his good works.

He shipped things from system to system, even sometimes people. One mission in particular led to a
very high ranked contact, one that brought him into the world of the underground circuit. He soon
became a bounty hunter, which led to other opportunities. He is well known in the underground for his
job completions, as well as his high level flying and stealth.
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Skills

Flying

Taught himself how to fly in a classic Reaper spaceship, a small cargo ship that is fast and durable. He
has won many races in his younger years.

Fighting

Dallen has learned what he can, whenever he can throughout the many places he's been. He is semi
versed in the martial arts, though prefers his weaponry.

Weapons

Has had training in old firearms and new futuristic ones, though prefers the old school approach. His
father taught him the old, the various groups he's been in and out of taught the new.

Gambling

His favorite pass time.

Drinking.

Can drink to no end and still be able to fly to Pluto.

Technology

Isn't a computer wiz, but knows enough to use the programs necessary for his work.

Stealth

Can be in and out before any notice. Prefers this way of work, though some jobs call for more drastic
measures.
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Inventory

Dallen Larson has the following items: Reaper spaceship. Mossberg 500 shotgun. Tactical knife. Cans of
food/water jugs. Cigarettes (15 cartons). Silver zippo. Old 50 cent coin. Suit and tie. Trench coat, black.
Shades.

Finances

Dallen Larson is currently a NA in the NA.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Dallen Larson
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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